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Abstract
By using the recently proposed prescription [1] for obtaining the M5 brane
action from multiple M2 branes action in BLG theory, we examine such tran-
sition when 11 Dimensional background antisymmetric fluxes couple to the
M2 brane world volume. Such couplings was suggested in [2] where it was
used the fact that various fields in BLG theory are valued in a Lie 3-algebra.
We argue that this action and promoting it by Nambu-Poisson bracket gives
the expected coupling of fluxes with M5 brane at least at weak coupling
limit. We also study some other aspects of the action for example, the gauge
invariance of the theory.
1Ganjali@theory.ipm.ac.ir
1 Introduction
Understanding the structure of M−theory as an underlying theory of all known
string theories was one of the major efforts during the past decade [3](for a recent
review see [4]). Although several approaches has been found but we don’t still have
any clear picture of this theory. Fortunately, in the last few years, some ground
breaking ideas invented for describing the dynamics of fundamental objects of M
theory ie. membranes and five branes.
One of them is a theory proposed by Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis and Malda-
cena(ABJM) theory[5] which is 3D N = 6 superconformal U(N) × U(N) Chern-
Simons gauge theory and describes N coincident M2 branes probing Zk geometry.
The other one is the work of Bagger, Lambert and equivalently Gustavsson(BLG
theory)[6] where they found a theory for multiple M2 branes using a wonderful
algebraic structure, Lie 3-algebra2. The fields in this theory are valued in a non-
associative triple algebra as defined by generators T a as
[T a, T b, T c] = fabcdT
d. (1)
where fabcd are some constants known as structure constants. By this assumption,
one is able to write down a three dimensional N = 8 maximally supersymmetric
action which is U(N) gauge theory coupled to Chern-Simons term and is confor-
mal at least at classical level and can explain some expected behavior of multiple
membrane dynamics. The proposed action is as
L = −
1
2
< DµXI , DµX
I > +
i
2
< Ψ¯,ΓµDµΨ >
+
i
4
< Ψ¯,ΓIJ [X
I , XJ ,Ψ] > −V (X) + LCS (2)
where
V (X) =
1
12
< [XI , XJ , XK ], [XI , XJ , XK] > (3)
and the Chern-Simons action is
LCS =
1
2
ǫµνλ(fabcdAµab∂νAλcd +
2
3
f cdagf
efgbAµabAνcdAλef) (4)
where XI , I = 1, ..., 8 are the transverse coordinates of M2 branes and µ, ν = 0, 1, 2
specify longitudinal coordinates. Also a, b, c = 1, ..., D where D is the number of
generators of Lie 3-algebra. Dµ is the covariant derivative
(DµΦ(x))a = ∂µΦa − f
cdb
aAµcd(x)Φb (5)
2Recently, a non linear theory for multiple M2 branes was proposed in [8].
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All fields in the theory can be expanded using the generators of the algebra T a as
Φ = ΦaT
a (6)
For closure of the supersymmetry algebra one should impose the following so-called
fundamental identity
f cdegf
abg
h = f
abc
gf
gde
h + f
abd
gf
gec
h + f
abe
gf
cdg
h, (7)
One also need to define an inner product for generators as hab = (χa, χb). The
hab is referred as the metric of the algebra which can have Euclidean or Lorenzian
signature.
The fermion field is eleven dimensional Majorana spinor which has 16 real com-
ponents and satisfy chirality condition Γ012Ψ = −Ψ.
After the proposal of BLG, a lot of attempts has been done for extracting and
understanding various aspects of this theory, see for example [9]. One of the im-
portant articles in this direction is the work of [10] in which it was shown that if
one of the scalars, for example X8, gives an expectation value, one can reduce the
membrane action to D2 brane action which shows an important notion of reliability
of the BLG theory.
Since In M-theory for an M2 brane there is an M5 brane which are electric-
magnetic dual of each other, one natural question is the relation between the M2
and M5 brane dynamics in the context of the BLG theory. One can use various
methods to study M5 brane theory by using M2 theory [11] but the author of
[1] prescribed an interesting approach to achieve this goal using the Nambu-Poisson
brackets. In fact, by considering an 3 dimensional internal space in the world volume
ofM2 brane, they were able to find a six dimensional theory which has some desired
properties of an M5 brane. For example, they found the action of a self dual two
form gauge field living on the world volume of M5 brane.
An interesting subject in this theory is the coupling of supergravity form fields
as background fields with world volume of M2 and M5 branes and studying their
relation via the Ho-Matsuo approach. Initially, the coupling of antisymmetric fields
withM2 branes was studied in [2]. It was suggested there a so called Meyers-Chern-
Simons(MCS) action, for coupling of antisymmetric form fields C3 and its magnetic
dual C6 with M2 branes. For rewriting this action the author supposed all fields
posses a Lie 3-algebra.
In this paper, we focus on this action for obtaining and studying the M5 brane
action in the flux sector by using Ho-Matsuo prescription. After a brief introduc-
tion of Nambu-Poisson formalism in section 2, we study some aspects such as gauge
symmetry of MCS action for M2 branes and in the next section, we focus on transi-
tion from M2 brane theory to M5 brane theory. Then, we obtain gauge invariance
conditions for M5 brane in section 4 and finally in section 5, we study the reduction
from M5 to D5 theory by double dimensional reduction.
2
2 M2 Brane Coupled to Antisymmetric Fluxes
The eleven dimensional supergravity contains an antisymmetric three form field C3
and its magnetic dual six form field C6. It is well known that any p-brane can
covariantly couples to an p + 1 form field and also to p − 1, ... form fields due to
existence of world volume antisymmetric gauge fields or Kalb-Ramond fields[12].
Meyrs in [13] showed that p-brane can also couple to p + 3, ... form fields via the
fact that the commutators of transverse scalar fields in non-Abelian theories are non
zero. Motivating by these and the fact that all fields in the BLG theory can give
values in an 3-algebra, the author of [2] suggest the following Myers-Chern-Simons
action for the coupling of the C3 and C6 fields to multiple M2 branes
SMCS = λ1
∫
d3xǫλµνCIJKSTr(T
aT bT c)DλX
I
aDµX
J
b DνX
K
c
+ λ2
∫
d3xǫλµνCIJKLMNSTr([T
d, T e, T f ]T aT bT c)XIdX
J
fX
K
f DλX
L
aDµX
M
b DνX
N
c(8)
The ”STr” denotes the symmetrized trace and λ1, λ2 are some conventional co-
efficients. One may also define
gabc = STr(T aT bT c), dabcd = STr(T aT bT cT d), (9)
which are symmetric functions due to permutation of indices. In this action, it
was ignored the higher order terms involving higher power of Kalb-Ramond field or
world volume gauge field. Here, we study some properties of this action as an action
of M2 brane coupled to antisymmetric fluxes.
Generally, one may consider the background antisymmetric fields as functional of
scalar fields XI and so the MCS terms of action contributes to equation of motion
of scalar fields and gauge fields. For example, by computing the variation of the
action and noticing that
∂(DλX
I
a)
∂(XHm )
= −Aλdcf
dcb
mX
H
b , ∂µ(
∂(DλX
I
a)
∂(∂µXHm )
) = ∂2µX
H
m
one finds the following contribution to the equation of motion of scalar fields
+ λ1ǫ
λµνgabc
∂(CIJK)
∂(XHm )
DλX
I
aDµX
J
b DνX
K
c
− 3λ1ǫ
λµνgmbcCHJKAλrsf
rsh
mX
H
h DµX
J
b DνX
K
c
+ 3λ1ǫ
λµνgmbcCHJK∂
2
λX
H
mDµX
J
b DνX
K
c
+ λ2ǫ
λµνdgabcf defg
∂(CIJKLMN)
∂(XHm )
XIdX
J
e X
K
f DλX
L
aDµX
M
b DνX
N
c
+ 3λ2ǫ
λµνdgabcfmefgCHJKLMNX
J
e X
k
fDλX
L
aDµX
M
b DνX
N
c (10)
− 3λ2ǫ
λµνdgmbcf defgCIJKHMNAλrsf
rsh
mX
I
dX
J
e X
K
f X
H
h DµX
M
b DνX
N
c
+ λ2ǫ
λµνdgmbcf defgCIJKHMNX
I
dX
J
eX
K
f ∂
2
λX
H
mDµX
M
b DνX
N
c (11)
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These terms are, in fact, the higher order terms of equation of motion. Note that
there isn’t any sum on index m. By varying the action about Aαrs, the contribution
to the gauge field equation of motion is given by
−3λ1ǫ
αµνgabcCIJKf
rsh
aX
I
hDµX
J
b DνX
K
c
−3λ2ǫ
αµνdgabcf defgf
rsh
aCIJKLMNX
I
dX
J
e X
K
f X
L
hDµX
M
b DνX
N
c (12)
One can also find the supersymmetry transformations of MCS terms using the fol-
lowing transformation laws for various fields in the BLG theory
δXIa = iǫ¯Γ
IΨa
δΨa = DµX
I
aΓ
µΓIǫ−
1
6
XIbX
J
c X
K
d f
bcd
aΓIJKǫ,
δA˜ bµ a = δ(f
cdb
aAµcd) = iǫ¯ΓµΓIC
IΨdf
cdb
a (13)
One finds that the theory is still half BPS as one expects.
Gauge Invariance of the MCS, however, has some new and interesting features
because that the gauge invariance of this terms may be preserved in various ways.
At the first look, for cancelation of the variation of C3 term in MCS action due to
gauge transformation, one may add a boundary term such as
Sb ∝
∫
∂M2
b2 (14)
where b2 is a self dual two form field. Then, it can be shown that the action of
coupling of the three form field can be canceled. Note that the existence of such self
dual fields on the boundary of M2 brane can be interpreted as ending of M2 branes
on M5 brane.
Another way is considering the C3 and its dual C6 fields as independent dynam-
ical fields[14] and adding some new terms to the action and restoring the gauge
invariance of the full action.
In BLG theory, however, there is another interesting possibility via the fact that
the fields in the theory are valued in a Lie 3-algebra. For more details, the gauge
transformation of bosonic fields in the BLG theory is given by
δΛX
I
a = Λcdf
cdb
aX
I
b , δΛΨa = λcdf
cdb
aΨb,
δΛA˜
b
µ a = ∂µA˜
b
a − Λ˜
b
µ cA˜
c
µ a + A˜
b
µ cΛ˜
c
a (15)
Considering the above transformations we have δΛ(DλX
I
a) = Λfef
fed
a DλX
I
d and so
the variation of MCS action for general form fields is given by
δΛ(LMCS) = λ1ǫ
λµν{δΛCIJKg
abc
+ΛfeCIJK(g
dbcf fead + g
dacf febd + g
dabf fecd)}DλX
I
aDµX
J
b DνX
K
c
+λ2ǫ
λµν{δΛCIJKLMNd
gabcf defg + ΛjiCIJKLMN [d
gabcf jihgf
def
h
+(dghbcf jia h + d
ghacf jib h + d
ghabf jic h)f
def
g]}X
I
dX
J
e X
K
f DλX
L
aDµX
M
b DνX
N
c ,(16)
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where in the third line we have used the fundamental identity. So, for having gauge
symmetry for MCS term, one needs to solve following two equations
δΛCIJKg
abc + CIJKΛfe[g
dbcf fead + g
dacf febd + g
dabf fecd] = 0,
δΛCIJKLMNg
abcgf defg (17)
+CIJKLMNΛji[d
gabcf jihgf
def
h + (d
ghbcf jia h + d
ghacf jib h + d
ghabf jic h)f
def
g] = 0
For constant background fields, some solutions of these equations are found in [2].
In section 4 we use the Nambu-Poisson Bracket formalism as a tool for solving these
equations.
In the next section, we use this to transfer from M2(MCS) to M5(MCS) action.
3 From M2 to M5
Finding a 6 dimensional supersymmetric gauge theory for multiple M5 brane is an
important and also difficult problems. The difficulty comes from various places. For
example, in 6 dimensional theories there are a self dual antisymmetric two form field
in which its dynamics is not very clear. There are several proposal and methods to
overcome these difficulties[15].
After BLG proposal for multiple M2 branes some attempts has been done for
studying M5 brane theory using the BLG theory[9]. One of such efforts is the
interesting Ho-Matsuo approach[1]. In their theory, it was supposed that there are
internal degrees of freedom in the world volume theory of M2 brane. Especially,
these internal space is a three dimensional manifold C(N) which one may restrict it
by imposing the Nambu-Poisson bracket and then construct a Lie 3-algebra on this
manifold(For a review on Nambu-poisson bracket see [16, 17]). The whole theory
becomes a theory on M×N manifold(M is the world volume of M2 brane). In
fact, one can see that the physical degrees of freedom are that of a 6 dimensional
ones. In the other hand, there are five transverse directions corresponding to five
scalars X i and 3 other scalars have the role of three dynamical gauge fields 3. There
is also a 11 dimensional Majorana spinor with a chirality condition which means
that it has 16 real components corresponding to 8 bosonic degrees of freedom. So,
it seems that the theory effectively is a 6 dimensional theory and M2 brane theory
promoted to M5 brane theory.
In [1]Ho and Matsuo used this prescription and studied various aspects of M5
brane theory. Especially, they found the action of all dynamical fields and their su-
persymmetry and gauge symmetry transformations. Note that the proposed theory
for M5 brane is, in fact, a theory for infinite M2 branes ending on M5 brane[18].
For finite M2 branes one should consider the problem of quantized Nambu-Poisson
bracket which is an open problem [16, 17].
3Note that in 3 dimensions the gauge fields are non-dynamical but in 6 dimensions there are
three dynamical gauge fields.
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In this section, we want to study the coupling of M5 brane to supergravity form
fields using the above approach. We consider the internal space N is spanned by
coordinates yµ˙
4 and construct a Lie 3-algebra using Nambu-Poisson bracket as
{χa, χb, χc} = ǫµ˙ν˙λ˙∂µ˙χ
a∂ν˙χ
b∂λ˙χ
c = fabcdχ
d(y) (18)
where χa(y)(a = 1, ..., ) are the basis of an infinite dimensional space C(N). The
inner product is defined as
(χ, φ) =
∫
N
d3yµ(y)χ(y)φ(y) =
1
g2
∫
N
d3yχ(y)φ(y) (19)
The constant g is the measure factor and is chosen such that the inner product be
invariant under the Nambu-Poisson bracket. Any coordinate transformation from
yµ˙ to y′µ˙ = f µ˙(y) should preserves Nambu-Poisson bracket which implies that
{f 1˙, f 2˙, f 3˙} = 1 (20)
and means that these transformations should preserve volume5. Note that the def-
inition of metric on manifold N is not necessary but the most important constrain
is that one should apply only volume diffeomorphism coordinate transformations on
this manifold6. Such volume form can be written as ω = dy1˙dy2˙dy3˙.
By using the definition of metric hab = (χa, χb), one may construct f bcda =
f bcdeh
ae which is a totally antisymmetric 4-tensor.
In this fashion, one can expand all fields of the BLG theory in terms of basis χa
of C(N) as
XI(x, y) = XIa(x)χ
a(y),
Ψ(x, y) = Ψa(x)χ
a(y),
Aµb(x, y) = Xµab(x)χ
a(y). (21)
3.1 From M2 to M5 in Flux Sector
The world volume of anM5 brane can naturally couple to an antisymmetric C6 field
and also to antisymmetric C3 form field via the existence of a self dual two form
field b2 in the world volume of M5 brane. The action for these form fields has been
studied in several articles (see for example [3, 14, 19]). The proposed action can be
written as
SM5 = −
1
2
∫
M5
H3 ∧ ∗H3 +
∫
M5
C3 ∧ db2 − 2
∫
M5
C6 (22)
4In fact, it is constructed a fiber bundle on M[1].
5So, we do not have full diffeomorphism invariant action on N space.
6It can be shown that the gauge symmetry is volume preserving diffeomorphism.
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where the dual field C6 and self dual there form H3 is defined such that
dC6 = ∗dC − C ∧ dC, H3 = db2 − C3|M5, (23)
Note that the definition of C6 is not as usual definition of Hodge star of C3 and also,
there is an extra term in the definition of H3. In fact, the gauge invariance condition
forces such definitions for these form fields. Note also that for obtaining the action
(22), one should impose the self duality condition at the level of the equation of
motion and then require consistency with Bianchi identity[14].
Now, for transition from M2 brane to M5 brane theory, one should find such
interacting terms for the coupling of M5 brane world volume to these form fields.
We will show the existence of such terms in M5 brane theory, at weak coupling
limit, using the Ho-Matsuo approach. In this limit, recalling the self duality of b2,
we have two terms
∫
M5
C3 ∧ ∗db2 and
∫
M5C6 in action (22).
Let us focus on C3 term of MCS action. Firstly, noting that we deal with an M5
brane theory on M×N we have
∫
C3 ∧ ∗db2 =
∫
Pull(C3)|M ∧ ∗db2|N +
∫
Pull(C3)|N ∧ ∗db2|M (24)
Secondly, we have the following general identity for the wedge product
C ∧ ∗db = db ∧ ∗C
where in its component form can be written as
ǫµνλα˙β˙γ˙CIJKDµX
IDνX
JDλX
KHα˙β˙γ˙ = ǫ
α˙β˙γ˙µνλCIJKDα˙X
IDβ˙X
JDγ˙X
KHµνλ. (25)
Then the covariant derivatives of a covariant field Φ can be defined as[1]
DµΦ = ∂µΦ− g{bµν , y
ν ,Φ}+
g2
2
ǫµνρ{b
µ, bν ,Φ} (26)
where yµ is the collective coordinate for yµ and yµ˙. Note that because of the defi-
nition of Nambu-Poisson bracket the third term trivially is equal to zero whenever
µ = µ˙. Equation (25) means that
∫
C3 ∧ ∗db2 = 2
∫
d6yǫµνλα˙β˙γ˙CIJKDµX
IDνX
JDλX
KHα˙β˙γ˙ (27)
So, we need the following equality
λ1ǫ
µνλCIJKDµX
IDνX
JDλX
K = 2ǫµνλα˙β˙γ˙CIJKDµX
IDνX
JDλX
KHα˙β˙γ˙ (28)
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This equality can be satisfied if one chooses a Lorenz-like gauge
∂ρ˙b
ρ˙ = g′ (29)
where g′ is a nonzero constant. By an appropriate choice of λ1 and g
′ one can recover
(28). In this gauge one may obtain the equation for gauge parameter as
ǫµ˙ν˙ρ˙∂ρ˙b
α˙∂α˙∂µ˙Λν˙ = 0
In the next step, we analyze the C6 term in MCS action. Here again we deal
with the pull back of six form on M5 brane world volume which is M×N and so
one may decompose C6 as C
1
3 ∧ C
2
3 and then obtain the pull back of these fields on
M×N . Using the definition of Nambu-Poisson bracket one obtains (8)
λ2
∫
d3xd3yǫλµνλ˙µ˙ν˙CIJKMNP∂λ˙X
I∂µ˙X
J∂ν˙X
KDλX
L
aDµX
M
b DνX
N
c (30)
This term is expected to be the interacting term of C6 field to the world volume of
M5 brane but, it is the weak coupling limit of such coupling. In fact, the Nambu-
Poisson bracket is not defined in terms of covariant derivatives of the fields and we
have non covariant derivatives in (30). But in the weak coupling g → 0 we have
Dµ˙ ≃ ∂µ˙. For obtaining the higher order terms of the coupling of C6 with world
volume of the M5 brane one should consider all higher order terms in MCS action.
Note that although the terms ∂µ˙ are appear non-covariantly but, the full action
(30) is covariant. In fact, the triple product of covariant fields is also covariant
because of the fundamental identity[1]. In the other word, if Φa, a = 1, 2, 3 are some
covariant Lie 3-algebra valued fields then {Φ1,Φ2,Φ3} is also covariant because that
the gauge transformation for any covariant field in BLG theory is given by
δΛΦ = Λab{T
a, T b,Φ}. (31)
By considering
δ{Φ1,Φ2,Φ3} = {δΦ1,Φ2,Φ3}+ {Φ1, δΦ2,Φ3}+ {Φ1,Φ2, δΦ3} (32)
and recalling the fundamental identity (7) one finds that {Φ1,Φ2,Φ3} also trans-
forms covariantly. So, the above action is the covariant form of the pull back of
antisymmetric C6 on M5 brane world volume at the weak coupling.
In summary, we obtain the desired terms of the coupling of the background
antisymmetric fluxes with the world volume of M5 branes at least at weak coupling
limit g → 0. Other terms correspond to higher order terms in the M5 brane action
which is believed that can be written in a DBI type action[8].
Note that, the Nambu-Poisson bracket and fundamental identity of Lie 3-algebra
have crucial rule in derivation of M5 brane action from M2 brane action.
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4 M5 Brane Coupled to Antisymmetric Fluxes
In this section, we point out some aspects of the coupling of fluxes with M5 brane
world volume. As usual, one can fine the equation of motion of various fields when
these fluxes exist. For example, one may find
dH3 = −dC3|M5 (33)
which in fact is the Bianchi identity. One can also find the equation of motions in the
component form in general cases where the form fields are functional of transverse
fields X i’s.
Besides, the field contents of an M5 barne, the self dual three form field H3,
chiral fermion field Ψ′7, and five scalar fields X i, form a tensor multiplet of N =
(0, 2) supersymmetry[1]. In the presence of fluxes the theory is still 1
2
BPS but the
unbroken sector of the theory changes.
For the gauge invariance of the theory, one may be interested on solving the
equations (17) without using the usual gauge invariance conditions in M theory. By
using the definition of Nambu-Poisson bracket, one can show that, in terms of the
C(N) basis, these two equations reduces to following equations
Λij{χ
i, χj , χaχbχc} = 0, (34)
Λij{χ
i, χj , {χd, χe, χf}} = 0 (35)
Note that here the STr function is just the integral of basis over N space. In fact,
the above equations are a set of differential equations for C(N) basis. The solutions
for these equations, if any exist, guarantee the gauge invariance of the action. As we
mentioned before, some non trivial solutions are found in [2] for finite dimensional
algebra, However, in some cases one may not find solutions for these equations or
find trivial solutions. Here we present an example.
Consider T 3 manifold with radius R. The basis of functions can be parameterized
by ~n ∈ Z3 as [1]
χ~n(~y) = exp 2πi~n.~y/R (36)
So, the metric and structure constants can be written by
h ~n1 ~n2 = δ( ~n1 + ~n2),
f ~n1 ~n2 ~n3 ~n4 = (2πi/R)
3 ~n1.( ~n2 × ~n3)δ( ~n1 + ~n2 + ~n3 − ~n4) (37)
Note that the measure is chosen µ = (2πR)−3. In R → ∞ limit, one obtains the
Lie 3-algebra for R3 where the label of basis becomes continuous and the metric
becomes delta function. Using these basis, the gauge invariance conditions read as
~a+~b+ ~c = 0,
7This fermion field is defined in terms of BLG theory fermion field Ψ as Ψ = 1√
2
(1− Γ
1˙2˙3˙
)Ψ′.
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~d+ ~e+ ~f = 0 or ~d.(~e× ~f) = 0 (38)
which means that we have trivial solutions
fabc d = 0 (39)
So, one can not restore the gauge invariance of the action by solving the equations
(38) and one should use the full action (22) which is invariant under the usual
supergravity gauge transformations.
5 From M5 to D4
As it was shown in [1], one can reduce the M5 brane action by double dimensional
reduction of the six dimensional theory and obtain the action of non-commutative
U(1) gauge theory on a D4 brane in a B-field background. So, one may apply
such double dimensional reduction in the sector of coupling of fluxes with the world
volume of M5 brane. Since this reduction gives an effective theory for D4 brane
in IIA string theory, one expects that the reduced action shows the coupling of
background C5 form field with D4 brane world volume as
∫
D4C5 and background
C3 form field with D4 brane world volume via the two form gauge field on D4 brane
as
∫
D4C3 ∧H2. These can be shown easily as follows.
In double dimensional reduction one wraps one leg of the M5 brane on a compact-
ified dimension(for example X 3˙) and supposes all fields except X 3˙ are independent
of y3˙ i.e
X 3˙ =
1
g
y3˙ (40)
and imposes a periodicity condition X 3˙ ∼ X 3˙ + L11. By the gauge invariance one
can set b3˙ = 0. By the above assumptions, one easily obtains ∂3˙y
ν = δ
ν
3˙
therefore
the three form Hα˙β˙γ˙ effectively reduces to a two form field Hα˙β˙ and so∫
M5
C3 ∧ ∗H3 ∼
∫
D4
C3 ∧H2 (41)
which is the coupling of three form with D4 brane via the world volume two form
field.
Similarly, for the C6 term we have
λ2
∫
d3xd3yǫλµνλ˙µ˙ν˙gabcCIJKLMN∂λ˙X
I∂µ˙X
J∂ν˙X
KDλX
L
aDµX
M
b DνX
N
c
∼ λ2
∫
d3xd3yǫλµνµ˙ν˙3˙gabcC3˙JKLMN∂µ˙X
J∂ν˙X
KDλX
L
aDµX
M
b DνX
N
c (42)
which is the coupling of C5 form field with world volume of D4 brane.
Note that D4 brane can also couples to background one form field of IIA theory
via the higher power of two form field H2 which we did’nt consider such higher order
couplings here.
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6 Conclusion
By using the concepts and structures of Nambu-Poisson manifolds, Ho and Matsuo[1]
were able to promote the three dimensional field theory on multiple M2 branes to
a six dimensional ones which is realized as world volume theory on an M5 brane.
The theory has field contents of N = (0, 2) supersymmetric theory ie. five scalars
X i, the self dual tensor field H3 and chiral fermion field Ψ′ which all of them are
valued in a Lie 3-algebra. The corresponding supersymmetry and gauge symmetry
transformations of fields is derived too.
It is natural to demand that such prescription works when the 11 dimensional
supergravity antisymmetric fields(as background fields) couple to membrane. In
this paper, we argue that at least in the weak coupling limit of gauge theory it
happens and one can see such transition from M2 brane to M5 baren theory. Our
starting point is the action presented in [2] where it has been suggested a so called
Myers-Chern-Simon(MCS) action for the coupling of the M2 brane to background
antisymmetric fluxes C3 and C6. The main ingredient in this action is that it is
supposed that all fields are valued in a Lie 3-algebra. After applying the Ho-Matsuo
approach to this action, we find the term which, in a Lorenz-like gauge, is the
coupling of M5 brane to C3 and the coupling of M5 to C6 at weak coupling limit.
It is important to study the behavior of MCS term in strong coupling limit.
We also study some other aspects of M5 brane in the flux sector especially, we
obtain a set of differential equations which their solutions are sufficient conditions
for having gauge invariance in the theory. Then, for solving these equations, we
present an example, T 3 manifold, and apply this conditions on this space. We find
that one can not find a non trivial solutions for these equations and so, for having
gauge invariance one should add some extra terms(boundary terms or higher order
terms) to restoring gauge invariance.
At the end, it also seems that the Lie 3-algebra has an important roll in transition
from M2 brane theory to M5 brane theory. It may also has a roll in a duality in M
theory known as M2 −M2 brane duality, which in some simple form is a duality
between membrane and five brane wrapped on a three dimensional manifold, which
was originally proposed in [25](See also [26]).
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